The Library of Legends

There Has to Be a Knife

Warlight

By Janie Chang

By Adnan Khan

By Michael Ondaatje

FIC CHA
In this historical novel set in
China in 1937, a group of
students flee the university
upon the onslaught of
Japanese bombs. But it is not
just the students who are at
risk: they have been entrusted to safeguard a
500-year-old collection of myths and folklore
known as the Library of Legends.

FIC KHA
In his debut novel, Khan
investigates toxic
masculinity, being brown,
class, and relationships.
Omar Ali is the 27-year-old
main character who has just
been told of his exgirlfriend’s suicide. Spiralling into grief, he
embarks on a self-destructive search for her
suicide note.

FIC OND
Booker Prize winner
Ondaatje’s most recent
novel follows two siblings in
the post-war period.
Abandoned by their
parents, they are educated
and cared for by an enigmatic man and
potential criminal. Years later, one sibling
investigates everything he didn’t understand
at the time.

Kay’s Lucky Coin Variety
By Ann Y.K. Choi

FIC CHO
This coming of age tale takes
place in the Korean Canadian
community in 1980s Toronto.
As a young woman named
Mary grows up with her family
— who run a variety store —
family secrets, forbidden love, domestic
violence, and more interrupt her life.

The Conjoined

The Subtweet

By Jen Sookfong Lee

By Vivek Shraya

FIC LEE
Lee’s page-turner is part
family drama and part
mystery. It begins when
social worker Jessica is
cleaning out her recently
deceased mother’s basement
and finds the frozen bodies of
two girls, Casey and Jamie, who were foster kids
cared for by Jessica’s mother in the 1980s.

Scarborough

FIC SHR
Two South Asian women
musicians, Neela and
Rukmini, meet and form a
fast friendship. One is
established and
accomplished but lacking
fame and support and the other new and fast
gaining a big following. When jealousy inserts
itself, one tweet implodes their friendship and
puts the career of one of them at risk.

By Catherine Hernandez

FIC HER
Set in Scarborough, a low
income, diverse municipality
near Toronto, this novel is
unique. It’s rare to see fiction
focus on people like those in
Scarborough with respect.
Main characters include Bing,
a queer Filipino kid with a single mom; Sylvie,
whose Mi’kmaq family lives in a shelter; and
Hina, a Muslim literacy program facilitator.

Polar Vortex
By Shani Mootoo

FIC MOO
This dark literary suspense is
focused on relationships: a
longterm lesbian partnership
and an old, fraught university
friendship. When Priya invites
her old friend Prakash to visit
her and Alex, her marriage starts to unravel at
the same time as buried secrets emerge.

26 Knots
By Bindu Suresh

FIC SUR
Suresh’s debut collection of
fable-esque short stories
focuses on the interlocking
and entangled love affairs of
a group of people. Love, lust,
commitment, betrayal, grief,
and hope all feature.

This One Summer

Vi

By Jillian Tamaki and Mariko
Tamaki

By Kim Thúy

YA TAM
The Tamaki cousins’ subtle
story about two girls on the
precipice of teenagehood is
not just for teens. As the girls
spend the summer together
by a lake in Southern Ontario,
they encounter but don’t quite understand the
big issues around them: miscarriage, unplanned
pregnancy, and depression.

FIC THU
Vi is a young Vietnamese girl
who has come with her family
to Canada in the wake of the
Vietnam war. In Thúy’s
beautiful writing, she tells Vi’s
story of travelling the world,
witnessing humanity’s wonders,
and exploring the infinite possibilities before her.

Plummet
How to Pronounce Knife
By Souvankham Thammavongsa

FIC THA
In this Giller Prize winning
collection of quiet and
thoughtful short stories,
ordinary moments are
exposed to show the
extraordinary beneath. In the
title story, a girl comes home
asking her father for help pronouncing a tricky
word — to unforeseen consequences.

By Sherwin Tjia

GF FIC TJI
Tjia’s post-apocalyptic comic
stars Mel, a young woman
having an existential crisis who
wakes up from a dream of
falling to find herself in a
constant freefall in the real
world. The story features all the usual features of
surviving an apocalypse — with the twist of no
gravity.

Mysterious Dreams of the Dead
Fierce Femmes and Notorious
Liars
By Kai Cheng Thom

FIC THO
This funny, dark, innovative
story completely takes apart
the genre of the transgender
memoir. Following the life of a
young Chinese Canadian trans
woman, the book traces her journey of leaving
her hometown and joining a girl gang. Thom's
writing is powerful and poetic.

By Terry Watada

FIC WAT
Mike Shintani’s father died in a
place crash when Mike was 15.
His body was never found.
When Mike finds a diary in the
basement of his house, he
knows it’s his father’s. But to
translate it —and solve the mystery he thinks is
inside — he has to enlist a grad student’s help .
The story blends magical realism, Buddhist myth,
and Japanese ghost story.

